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a. The CK is a mobile kitchen providing flexible, efficient, rapidly deployable meal preparation capability in the field. It is capable of supporting up to 800 soldiers with three hot meals per day.

b. The CK consists of a combination of existing military standard and commercial components integrated into an expandable 20’ container mounted on a tactical trailer. It is towed by a Medium Tactical Vehicle (MTV) 5 ton cargo truck (M1083) or M923 series 5 ton cargo truck as a substitute.

c. The CK is a partial replacement for the Mobile Kitchen Trailer (MKT) in units where consolidated field feeding operations are suitable.

d. Major improvements over the MKT include onboard power generation, ventilation of exhaust by-products, environmental control, onboard refrigerated storage, and hot and cold running water.

e. The CK reduces the transportation footprint by 34%. Each CK replaces two MKTs, one prime mover and one Food Sanitation Center. The CK also reduces manpower by 14% by eliminating one cook for every two MKTs replaced.